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Foreword
For a little better than a century, the only way you could 
communicate in real time at a distance was using a telephone. 
Then in the last couple decades, visual and video conferencing 
added dramatic new dimensionality to that. Now we’re seeing a 
third revolution: Real time communications are being integrated 
with networks and teams in a way that are personalized 
and productive. I’m happy to say that EventBuilder’s event 
management services and technology is at the center of this 
revolution for both individuals and organizations.

I am delighted to introduce this book as a resource for you. 
Here’s why:

In the last few years my team has worked on more than 1300 
projects–virtual meetings, events, and classes–with the crew 
at EventBuilder. They have services and technology that 
specialize in Virtual Event Management, but it’s more than that. 
They think differently in a way that my subject matter experts 
benefit from. It’s not just what they know, but how they share 
and serve, that gives me confidence they can help you have 
better online meetings, webcasts or educational events.

Don’t be fooled—this little book may be short, but that’s what 
is powerful about it. It cuts to the chase. Keep it handy as a 
reference each time you have an online meeting. Not only will 
you grow, but you’ll influence the productivity of those around 
you as they see you rock your online events.

The views presented herein do not necessarily represent the 
views of Microsoft Corporation.

See you at the top!  

Justin Luyt 
Business Program Manager 
Microsoft
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A note from the EventBuilder team
Humankind is a bit peculiar in one way: When it comes to 
change, people notice what they lose before they figure out 
what they gain. And if we had a nickel for every time someone 
said, “But I’d rather be there in person,” we’d all be doing our 
online meetings from a yacht somewhere warmer and drier than 
the Pacific Northwest. 

We understand. We really do. EventBuilder is an all-virtual company.

To suggest that online meetings should replace all in-person 
meetings would be irresponsible. Of course there is value in the 
in-person experience. But if somehow online meetings aren’t just 
as comfortable as making a phone call, you’ve got a little work 
to do. If you avoid them completely, you’re probably leaving 
money on the table.

Meeting and collaborating online isn’t hard, but it is different. We 
trust that if you cracked this book, it’s because you’re different 
too—a self-teaching, self-leader who wants to make a difference.

We know that it only takes one idea to transform a life. We trust 
you’ll find more than a nugget herein, and we’re honored that 
you’re on the journey with us.

We love the Pacific Northwest. We hope you enjoy our artistic images  
(produced by the team!) in place of boring stock photography.
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It may be a no-brainer, but it needs to be said: in-person 
connections are valuable. Nobody at EventBuilder will argue 
against it. But … many leadership, management, and execution 
activities can be accomplished virtually, sometimes even more 
effectively than in-person.

We know what it’s like—EventBuilder is an entirely virtual 
company—and we still enjoy getting together face-to-face 
sometimes. More importantly, we know that you can make 
virtual meetings work when you are willing to tweak how you 
see the world and perhaps even challenge yourself to step 
outside your comfort zone.

Six Ways to Improve Stakeholder 
Value Beyond the Obvious 

Cape Flattery - Neah Bay, Washington
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Save travel time
Time is money, but for many, time is an even more precious 
commodity. Going virtual to save money on travel expenses 
isn’t wrong, but it misses the deeper impact going virtual will 
have on your company. Maybe you’ve got more time to work 
on other initiatives. Maybe you simply improve the quality of 
life for you and your team.

Include a remote executive or subject matter expert
Often it is easier to schedule an executive or subject  
matter expert to take 15 minutes to address a topic during 
a virtual meeting. Sometimes they simply would not be 
available otherwise.

Increase sensory richness beyond a phone call
We know from the world of adult learning that engaging 
multiple senses is more engaging than audio alone. The ability 
to add additional layers to your meeting via slides, webcams, 
and other conferencing tools adds depth and increases the 
impact you have on your audience. 

Use integrated VoIP to save on audio conferencing bills 
Most organizations have long distance and conference  
calling bills they wish were lower. Skype for Business includes 
VoIP and integrated audio, depending on your license. 
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Improve interpersonal connectedness
Skype for Business offers a variety of different indicators  
to promote connectedness. When speaking, an individual’s  
icon or webcam view becomes larger, highlighting them.  
The participant pane also indicates who is speaking—by 
changing the speaker’s microphone to solid blue. Roles 
are also clearly defined with the separation of attendees 
and presenters. These indicators make interaction and 
collaboration easier to follow. 

Increase attentiveness and accountability
In a 1200-person video conferencing study we conducted, 
one objection that came up was turning on a webcam. 
People plan to multitask. But using a webcam creates a 
sense of presence and personal connection, a useful tool for 
maintaining accountability. When used together, audio and 
video conferencing can round out your tools for collaboration. 
The key to success: Maintaining involvement and face-to-face 
contact (quite literally!).
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Those of us of a certain vintage remember what it was like  
not having a mobile phone with us at all times. We got along 
just fine without one. Can you imagine life now without one? 

Most tools are that way. You start with one expectation and 
then discover other useful benefits. In time, you may find 
Skype for Business ends up serving you in unexpected  
ways, too.

Four Unexpected Ways to Use 
Skype for Business

Ketron Island - Washington
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Save travel across campus or town
Need to just knock something down in 15 minutes? 
Sometimes you double your expended time for a local 
appearance. Consider jumping on a Skype for Business 
meeting for quick and easy collaboration.

Collaborate at the same table
Conference room meetings often include passing around a 
projector cable and transcribing handwritten or whiteboard 
notes, or even taking phone pics of them. Use Skype for 
Business to display slides and whiteboard features even  
when you’re in the same room. 

Years ago, I served as President of the National Speakers Association in 
Oregon, and I told my board that every other month our meeting would be 
virtual. This was not well-received. Imagine my surprise, when after our first 
virtual meeting I received not one, but two, thank you notes.

One was from a disabled member who would ordinarily have to bring 
their caretaker with them to a meeting. He said, “I’m always in pain—it was 
awesome to not have to leave my house.” 

The second was from a woman who’d retired by selling her advertising 
agency. A little older, and not terribly tech-savvy, her note said, “I saved 30 
minutes driving to and from a 1-hour meeting … you just gave me back 50% 
of my time. This is good business!”

 —  ROGER COURVILLE, CSP, CCO AT EVENTBUILDER 
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Schedule a recurring meeting for your ‘stand up’ meetings 
Many teams have weekly or daily meetings that only last a 
few minutes. Use the Recurring Meeting Function to create  
a standing meeting so you don’t have to set up a new one 
each time. It’ll save directly to your participants’ Outlook 
calendars too! 

Create and share recorded content
Skype for Business makes it easy to record and publish HD 
recordings with or without an audience. Skype for Business 
becomes your recording studio where you have full control 
of the pace, flow, and content of your presentation. After 
recording, the Skype for Business Recording Manager 
provides a variety of content publishing options (such as 
excluding the IM (Instant Message) from your recording). 
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System-generated invitations are convenient, but usually only 
include generic details about the mechanics of a meeting (e.g., 
the phone number, login URL, etc.). If you stop there, you’re 
often leaving money on the table.

Seven Ideas for Better  
Meeting Invitations

Lime Kiln Lighthouse - San Juan Island, Washington
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Create an eye-catching subject line for the meeting invite 
People decide to open or ignore an email based on its  
subject line. Make sure your subject line is informative.  
If there’s something required of participants to do before  
the meeting, consider adding something like, “Pre-meeting 
action required …” to the subject line.

Put the most important action item first
Most email clients have some form of “preview.” If there is 
something you want someone to see, it should not only be 
the first thing you write, but also added above the Skype for 
Business login information at the bottom of your email. That 
may be all the opportunity you get to cut through the noise 
that’s in the life of your invitees’ inbox.

Include WIIFM in the invite
“What’s in it for me?” is a common reminder that people are 
motivated, in part, by self-interest. For example, instead of 
“New benefits plan,” consider communicating, “Learn how to 
save money with the new benefits plan.”

Add explicit instructions to the body of the invite
Edit the body of your invite to include appropriate instructions. 
For example, “Action Required: Please log in a few minutes 
early to ensure you are ready. This meeting will start and  
end on time.” 
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Let people know in advance if you would like them to be on camera
Remember many people think of an online meeting as a 
conference call … and give themselves permission to not 
brush their hair (or get dressed, or whatever else they’re  
not inclined to do). 

Sometimes people are so used to conference calls they won’t 
expect to be on camera even if you’ve been uber-clear with 
them. Model good behavior via the webcam to show you are 
fully present and participating, and not multitasking. This will 
encourage others to do the same. 

   POWER TIP: Send a reminder email so invitees don’t have  
to look for it

Don’t assume invitees saved the original meeting invitation to 
their calendar. Outlook allows you to edit or change calendar 
reminders and send updates. Remind participants why the 
meeting is important to them. 

Name your time zone when you schedule a meeting
Remember many people do not regularly deal with other  
time zones, and those who do are often used to their email  
or calendar program adjusting for those differences. Just in 
case, don’t assume it does and always note the time zone  
in your invitation. 
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Comfort levels presenting and interacting during virtual 
meetings vary from person to person. Just because someone 
has experience participating in online meetings doesn’t  
mean they know how to use the technology to be present  
or productive.

Four Ways to Prepare  
Other Presenters

Skagit Valley - La Conner, Washington
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Offer a pre-meeting prep session
People often avoid trying something new if they fear looking 
foolish. Don’t assume your colleagues will know the technical 
details of using Skype for Business, such as how to share  
their desktop or present a document. Consider hosting a  
brief rehearsal ahead of time using Skype for Business. 
Let them know what to expect and teach them the basic 
functions to ensure they are comfortable with the tools.

Teach new users only what they need to know
Unless the meeting’s objective is to train new users on  
Skype for Business, don’t make the meeting a class on the  
software. There’s way too much to cover (it’s a deep piece  
of software!), and they’ll probably not remember it all 
anyway. Save the training for another time, and help them  
be successful by focusing on what they will need for their 
next meeting or presentation.

Teach as you go in your meeting
This is your chance to be the hero by helping someone else 
look good when it’s their turn to present. Don’t spend time 
at the beginning of the meeting teaching participants all the 
software tools you’re going to use. Just teach as you go. 

Know what attendees are seeing 
The easiest way to help other presenters feel confident  
using Skype for Business is to know how your audience views 
the content. There is nothing worse than a demo so small it 
defeats the purpose or a video playing with no sound. You 
can test this yourself, but it’s better to have someone else’s 
(more objective) feedback. 
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Technology is never the end; it’s a means to an end.  
(It’s why this book isn’t a software manual!) That said, it’s 
useful to think about what we can do to make technology 
work more effectively for us.

This chapter will share some of the tools we’ve found to  
be most useful in our all-virtual company. 

Five Tips to Improve Managing 
Skype Meeting Technology

Neskowin, Oregon
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Find (and use) Skype for Business’ ‘meet now’ functionality
Life isn’t always scheduled on a calendar. Collaborating in 
on-the-fly virtual meetings will help online meetings feel more 
like “the way we get things done.” You can change an instant 
message into a meeting by simply using the Call feature. It’ll 
save you time from having to write an email, allow you to 
share a document or pull up a whiteboard, and you and your 
team can get to work right away.

Have a private conversation before walking into the room
The Skype for Business Lobby feature is available in the 
Skype Meeting Options tab. This feature allows for private 
conversations before attendees are permitted into the  
Skype room. Take advantage of the Lobby feature if you  
need to touch base privately with co-presenters before 
starting the call.

Give participants handouts or additional material
Skype for Business makes it easy to provide supporting  
material for your meetings with the option to Add Attachments. 
These can be any type of file you wish to share. 

Use the security options if you need to control who has 
access to the material. 

Set your virtual room to match the nature of your communication
Think about your goal for the meeting and set your Skype 
Meeting Options and Participant Actions to reflect the 
objective of your meeting. For example, if you are having a 
brainstorming session you may want attendees to have more 
ways to collaborate, such as access to a whiteboard and the 
ability to join the conversation. 
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On the other hand, if you need to convey a message without 
interruptions, you may want to Mute Audience and turn 
off the IM (Instant Message) feature. You can adjust these 
settings mid-meeting as well.

Use A Local Number 
If you plan to share dial-in information with your attendees, 
the Find A Local Number feature is worth using. Besides 
(possibly) saving money on a direct-dial call, attendees will 
benefit from dialing a number in a familiar format (particularly 
useful if you have attendees joining from around the world).  
If enterprise audio is enabled on your account, a convenient 
link will be provided to access local numbers
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You will never hear us argue that online meetings should 
entirely replace in-person meetings—that’d be irresponsible. 
Turning online meetings into an additional strategic asset in 
your organization, however, has a lot to do with whether you 
can help others find online meetings a satisfactory way to  
get work done.

Remember, leadership isn’t a job title, it’s someone taking 
personal responsibility in a way that influences others. When 
you’re the one being helpful, others will pay attention.

Nine Things to Do to Improve 
Satisfaction with Online Meetings

Wenatchee National Forest, Washington
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Plan engagement in advance
Here’s a simple formula: analyze, map, discover. Analyze how 
you’d interact in an in-person meeting and map how that 
interaction will work using Skype for Business tools. But don’t 
stop there, be open to discovering other tools that enable you 
to do something you couldn’t do as well (if at all) during a 
face-to-face meeting (e.g., share a video file or brainstorm on 
the same whiteboard simultaneously).

Communicate the actual start time
Starting a meeting late isn’t generally polite. Oddly, when we 
move online, our sense of time changes. What doesn’t feel 
“late” for an in-person meeting, does feel late online. 

One potential solution is to simply tell everyone the meeting 
will commence “5 minutes past.” 

Ask people to login early to ensure readiness
Fortunately, technical issues with Skype for Business are  
rare (the truth is that “issues” are almost always a user setting 
or human error). When challenges do occur, of course, it’s 
not only frustrating for the participant having problems, 
it’s frustrating for everyone else who is kept waiting for the 
meeting to begin. 

Put up a welcome slide that tells people they’re in the right place
Remember, just because someone logs into a meeting early 
doesn’t mean they must sit and chitchat with other attendees 
or presenters. Using a welcome slide is not only reassuring for 
those who have less experience with online meetings (letting 
them know they’re in the right place), but you can also use 
a welcome slide to give additional instructions such as, “We 
appreciate your courtesy in being ready for this meeting.  
Refill your coffee and get that last email done. We’ll start 
promptly at 10:05 AM!”
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Share a web-based countdown timer
Taking a break during a long meeting? Running your meeting 
more like a webinar? Try screen-sharing a countdown timer 
like the one available in the Windows 10 app Alarms & Clock 
or search https://www.bing.com/search?q=Timer (and be sure 
to start promptly thereafter!).

Teach attendees how to mute/ unmute themselves
Background noise is especially distracting during online 
meetings. Empower participants with the knowledge and 
responsibility to be good online citizens.

  POWER TIP: Mitigate background noise 
Skype for Business’ Participant Actions feature lets you 
determine, in advance, what features are part of the attendee 
experience. This may include having them join the meeting 
already muted (you can unmute/mute later if you wish).

Let participants know how to be present and participatory
Some meeting participants will find adapting to online 
meetings is second nature … and others won’t. Guide their 
experience, not just by telling them to be interactive, but by 
guiding them verbally. “Down in the lower left hand corner  
of Skype for Business you will see …”.

Let participants know you’re recording
In some cases, this is a legal requirement (and we are not 
experts on the subject). If in doubt, give your participants the 
courtesy of letting them know you’re recording and whether 
the recording will be available for viewing.

https://www.bing.com/search?q=Timer
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Changing the medium of communication does one of three 
things: The offline activity translates perfectly, it doesn’t 
translate at all, or it works with a little adaptation. Here are  
a few ideas for connecting with your audience.

Four Ideas for Adapting In-Person 
Activities to Online Meetings

Saw Tooth Mountain - Carson, Washington
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Use IM (Instant Message) or whiteboard features as tools  
for brainstorming ideas
Brainstorming often takes the form of using sticky notes, 
capturing ideas on a whiteboard, or a designated note- 
taker writing down ideas as they’re shared. Using a Skype  
for Business IM (Instant Message) or Whiteboard feature 
means everyone can see clearly, and it’s easier for one 
participant to comment on another participant’s submission.

Save information digitally 
Skype for Business allows you to automatically save your 
IM log to your Conversation History Folder in Outlook. 
Confirm this option is selected in the personal section of 
your Skype for Business Options. If using a Whiteboard, 
you can download your world-changing ideas to your 
desktop. This will save a lot of transcription (and handwriting 
interpretation!).

Use chat like whispering to the person sitting next to you
Normal meeting behavior includes making comments to  
the person sitting next to you (that aren’t intended for the  
whole room). It’s even easier online, because now you can  
chat privately via Skype for Business. Just double click on  
the name of a participant to open a private IM.

Transitioning presenter controls 
In a conference room, having a second presenter involves 
either 1) coordinating in advance to get all presentations onto 
a single computer or 2) sharing a projector from one laptop 
to another. Online? Click the Take Over as Presenter button  
in Skype for Business and in an instant presenting controls  
are transferred.
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Managing meetings is more a function of people skills than 
technical skills. When managing Skype for Business calls  
and conferences, here are a few ideas to elevate your rock  
star status.

Seven Ways to Improve  
Meeting Management

Neskowin, Oregon
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Use features when most appropriate
Just because a feature exists doesn’t mean it should be on 
all the time. For instance, you can turn off the IM (Instant 
Message) feature during the content portion of a meeting, 
as well as the option for attendees to annotate on the slide 
deck. They are great features. But if they won’t enhance your 
meeting or presentation, it might be useful to turn them off 
(just for that meeting) and limit distraction.

Keep your IM (Instant Message) open where you can see it
If you attended a seminar, sat in the front row, and asked the 
presenter a question what would you think if they ignored 
you? We thought so. So why should it happen during online 
meetings and presentations? The Skype for Business IM feature 
is great for facilitating conversation, but it feels less-than-
natural if that conversation doesn’t take place in real time.  
Keep the IM pane open so you can glance at it while speaking 
and respond to questions and comments in a timely manner.

Use the “Mute Audience” feature to avoid background noise
Sometimes a presenter just needs to make a point for a  
few minutes (rather than have an open discussion). The  
Mute Audience feature, found in the Participant Actions  
tab, saves you the time and hassle of asking every attendee  
to mute themselves.

Use IM (Instant Message) to share a hot link
A “hot link” is a URL that someone simply needs to click on 
to open a browser window—a feature that Skype for Business 
provides. If you want participants to go to a website for any 
reason (e.g., to view a video, bookmark a resource, interact 
with a calculator, etc.), sharing a URL in IM is fastest for both 
you and them. 
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Embed a video into your PowerPoint deck
Playing a video in Skype for Business can be as simple as 
embedding an mp4 file directly into the PowerPoint deck. 
This works best if the file size of the video is not too large. 
There’s no hard-and-fast rule for what’s best, but if in doubt, 
consider posting the video on your favorite video hosting site 
or SharePoint (which is more secure) and providing a link to it. 

   POWER TIP: Use an extra monitor or computer for  
additional visual real estate

One of our favorite ways to keep an eye on things when 
presenting is to keep everything in sight and easily accessible. 
The problem is, there’s only so much room on a single 
monitor. Using an extra screen (one way or another) makes it 
easier to present and interact simultaneously. 

Control Q&A using the Skype for Business dedicated  
questions feature
The IM feature in Skype for Business is generally viewable by 
everyone. Q&A offers a more controlled option for presenters 
to address questions and creates a more typical presentation 
or webinar-style scenario. Find this option in the More… 
options tab, after clicking the Present button.
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Attention is one of the most valuable things we can earn, and 
whether technology is leading culture or the other way around, 
attention is in scarce supply—even during in-person meetings! 

Moving meetings online isn’t hard, but it is different. Here are 
some proven ways to improve how you get and keep attention.

Nine Ways to Improve  
Participant Attention

Mt. Hood National Forest, Oregon
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Do something that changes the visual environment  
of your audience
We know from the world of cognitive science that change 
gets attention—it’s built into our reptilian brains. For example, 
earlier we expounded the virtues of turning on your webcam, 
but what if you had it on at the beginning, turned it off during 
your presentation, and then turned it back on for questions? 
Similarly, instead of just showing a PowerPoint deck, you 
could pause and open a different document or a browser.  
Any visual change sends cognitive triggers to your 
participants to pay attention.

   POWER TIP: Direct attention verbally by telling  
them what to focus on

Giving someone directions (a command) naturally triggers the 
brain to redirect its attention. For example, if in passing you 
say, “In upper right-hand corner of this chart you will see …” 
it prompts the attendee to focus on something specific. This 
is especially important in an online meeting where distraction 
is one click away—and it gets attention even if they’re not 
looking at your presentation. 

Verbally instruct attendees how to use a tool or feature
In addition to the value of a command, calling someone 
to action creates engagement. “We need to capture ideas 
for giveaways in the tradeshow booth. Use the IM (Instant 
Message) feature on the left-hand side of your screen to …”.
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Keep presentation or lecture segments shorter than  
in-person presentations
In his bestseller Brain Ruleş  Dr. John Medina notes that 
attention starts to wane after about 10 minutes. If this is true 
offline, what is the likely change online? In a shorter-attention 
span environment err on the side of interacting  
more frequently. 

Ask people explicitly to avoid multitasking
Appeal to participants’ sense of honor—ask them to focus on 
the meeting. It usually helps to start on time, end on time, and 
avoid going off topic, of course (bad manners are just bad 
manners online or off). 

Schedule break times in advance as a “release valve”
A break is like a release valve. If you start the meeting and 
explicitly note when participants will have a break to get  
to pressing email or calls, you’ll have more luck with them  
paying attention. Note: A scheduled break doesn’t have  
to be long—a couple minutes in the middle of a one-hour 
session may be sufficient. 

Use speaking indicators to call on attendees by name
Skype for Business does something telephones don’t do: 
It gives you an indication of who’s speaking. It does this by 
1) showing an active microphone icon directly next to the 
current speaker and 2) making the attendee’s webcam center 
stage (if they have an active webcam). Everyone prefers to be 
addressed directly, and this feature keeps you from guessing, 
“Was that Gina or Janine who just said that?” Problems you 
might experience in an old-fashioned conference call. 
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Ask participants to stand up and stretch
Here’s a crazy idea—have online participants do something 
physical. It doesn’t take long, and blood flow is good for the 
brain, right? We do it in face-to-face meetings, and it works in 
online meetings, too.

Use other tools, any of them, for engagement
Use your imagination to discover ways to use the plethora 
of features Skype for Business has to offer (e.g., IM, polls, 
annotation tools, change presenters, add attachments, etc.) 
that aid visual learning and increase attention span.
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Meetings that blend in-person gatherings with online 
participants are the hardest to manage: You have meeting 
participants who are having different psychosocial experiences 
(what they see, what and how they hear, how they interact,  
and how they receive documents).

Seven Tips for Meetings with a Mix 
of In-Person and Online Participants

Nordland, Washington
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Inform participants—especially other presenters—in advance
If you participate in blended meetings, it’s useful to be able 
to adjust your interactions. For instance, if you have physical 
handouts, is there a digital version to share? If you’re asking 
people to collaborate, how will that unfold when your differing 
audiences have different tools at hand?

Use an extra computer to see the room
Room-based conferencing systems are more available now 
than ever, but they don’t exist for every meeting. It’s easy, 
however, to position a webcam to view the whole room 
of in-person participants so remote attendees see what’s 
going on and feel included. If possible, have an additional 
screen available so in-person attendees are aware of virtual 
participants and their contributions to the conversation. 

Point a camera at the whiteboard
Are you going to take notes on a whiteboard? Set up your 
meeting so that virtual participants can also see them.

Appoint a moderator to interact with the online participants
It’s common for in-person audiences to forget about their 
online counterparts. And it’s common for online participants 
to multitask like there’s no tomorrow because, well, they’re 
not really part of a meeting when they’ve been forgotten. 
Consider appointing one person to actively connect with online 
participants. This may seem like there’s some side-chat going 
on, but usually it’s better than one over tasked presenter.
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Plan how to deal with documents
What gets distributed to participants, and when, must 
accommodate both online and offline participants. Ideally, all 
participants receive the same documents at the same time. 
Skype for Business, of course, will let you add attachments  
to your meeting at any time. 

Don’t rely on Skype audio alone—use the integrated phone 
number, too
If a participant is mobile, will they be left out? Skype for 
Business’ mobile app works great, but if someone’s driving, 
it’s less of an option. The reality is that everyone knows how 
to dial into a conference call, while fewer are equipped with a 
smartphone app. Providing the audio number (if enabled on 
your account) will give them easy access to the meeting. They 
may not get the whole audio/visual experience, but it’s usually 
better than having them not be there at all.

Ask all participants to join from their own computers 
Another crazy idea—ask everyone to log in! You can’t  
exactly have them all use chat or brainstorm on a  
Whiteboard if they don’t all have access to the tools, right?  
It’s easier for presenters to engage meeting participants  
when all are coequal. (Avoid audio interference by 
disconnecting from audio).

Believe it or not, this works surprisingly well when people  
are in the same conference room. When collaboration is 
digital, it’s a lot easier to manage and share, and you only 
have to give one set of instructions!
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Video conferencing is a powerful part of feeling connected  
in a virtual meeting. And if we’re really honest, as an all virtual 
company, sometimes we use it and sometimes we don’t, but 
we’re ready when it’s the right tool for the job. 

One of the biggest challenges we see when people complain 
that they’d rather ‘be there in person’ is an unwillingness to 
learn a new way of doing things. If using your webcam (and 
helping others to do so) isn’t as natural to you as picking up  
the phone, you’ve got work to do. Here are some ideas that’ll 
help you make the most of it (and avoid a few “oops” along  
the way).

Eight Ideas for Getting More  
Out of Your Camera

Mt. St. Helens, Washington
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Balance the lighting on your face
The first issue to overcome when creating balanced lighting  
is to avoid overly light or dark areas that obscure your face. 
The most common mistake will leave you looking like you 
have bags under your eyes, one side of your face is hidden,  
or your forehead is washed out. Remember, what looks okay 
to you may not look okay to others when it gets translated 
through your camera and onto someone else’s screen. You 
don’t need to look like you’re in a television studio, but if the 
point is to make a personal connection, it’s useful to be seen.

  POWER TIP: Give yourself a little backlighting
A typical (and minimal) lighting setup in a photography 
studio utilizes “three-point lighting,” one light on either side 
and one behind you. The light behind you helps the object 
in question—you—to be set apart visually. You don’t have to 
have a three-point lighting kit to make this work for you, a 
simple table lamp pointed at the wall behind you can create 
the same effect.

Adjust your expressions for the camera’s eye
In a 1200-person conferencing study we conducted, the 
number one attendee complaint was “distracting mannerisms 
or gestures” made by presenters. A simple way to avoid being 
that person is to test how you look in a neutral environment. 
Choose a time when you’re not in a meeting (when you should 
be paying attention to others) and spend a little time looking at 
yourself in the mirror. Better yet, invite a friend to watch while 
you practice your presentation and get some feedback.
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Keep your gestures on camera
A friend of ours is a leading news reporter in our local market 
(Portland, Oregon). His advice for showing something on 
camera (like a book, for example), is to hold it up by your face. 
Why? It’s not natural, but that way the cameraperson can get 
a tight shot and include the object in the picture. Similarly, 
your webcam has a field of vision. Inside it, your gesture 
(presumably part of your body language/communication)  
is seen. Outside it, well … .

Find the right distance from your webcam
Webcams are “near field” cameras that are optimized for 
objects 18-30 inches from the camera. In other words, 
the depth of field is designed for you to be sitting at your 
computer. This also means that small differences in distance 
make a big difference in how you look. Get too close and your 
gestures and expressions become even more exaggerated. At 
the same time, you don’t have to retreat too far before it looks 
like you’re too far away. Ideally you can still reach the keyboard 
but you’re back far enough to feel like you have a little liberty 
to move around—you’ll be able to interact with all of Skype for 
Business’ tools, but it won’t put you in too tight a box.

Be aware of what’s behind you
In the aforementioned study, qualitative comments about 
backgrounds were, “I keep wanting to look out that open 
window (or read what’s on your bookshelf).” Again, you 
aren’t expected to have a composed environment that 
looks like a studio, but if your objective is connection and 
communication, you’ll want your audience focusing on you, 
not what’s behind you.
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  POWER TIP: Make direct eye contact with the camera
Think about how a newscaster “draws you in”—they make  
eye contact with the camera. This usually feels totally 
unnatural to us in an online meeting as we’re used to looking 
at our computer screen or someone else’s webcam feed. But 
remember that “near field camera” thing we talked about a 
few tips back? It means when you’re looking at your computer 
screen, participants are looking at your forehead. You don’t 
have to hold eye contact for the entire meeting, but when you 
want to get attention and make a key point, look straight into 
the camera.

Show a physical object
Study participants actually noted this as one of the top 
benefits of video conferencing—seeing something that 
wouldn’t otherwise be seen. This is where personalization 
can happen. Maybe it’s a prototype or something relevant 
to the meeting, but other times it might be something more 
personal, like “Hey, look at this new coffee mug my daughter 
made me.” We do this during in-person meetings, and if you 
want to humanize your online meetings, be more human. 
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Have you ever seen someone pound in a nail with a wrench or 
the butt of a screwdriver (we’re not asking public confessions 
here )? It might get the job done, but using the right tool for 
the job has exponential returns in effectiveness. 

Skype for Business’ features are powerful, but become even 
more so when you know the context in which they’re used, and 
that’s almost always a very human thing. What follows are a few 
ideas for getting beyond the feature to maximize productivity.

Seven Ways to Work  
More Effectively

Lower Falls, Lewis River - Cougar, Washington
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Have a participant write in his/her own words
Often collaboration includes getting words just right, and 
one person transcribing another person’s words takes extra 
time and is rarely perfect. In Skype for Business you can 
enable participants to participate textually in several ways (IM, 
whiteboard, sharing keyboard/mouse control etc.). There’s 
an added benefit here, too—a participant who’s writing is a 
participant who’s participating. And that just makes good 
sense as a leader and manager.

Blend the use of real-time meetings and recordings
Sometimes you need to make a presentation in full 
before discussing it. If schedules are tight, pre-record the 
presentation and post it for others to view (such as in 
the video section of SharePoint). Viewers can watch it on 
their own time, and you preserve the real-time meeting for 
something that can only happen well, in real time—dialogue.

Assign the right privileges to the right participants
It’s all about control. As the meeting host, you can change 
what features your attendees can use. For instance, you 
may want to make them all attendees (so they don’t have 
presenter features such as being able to skip ahead in a 
PowerPoint presentation). Keep things flowing smoothly  
by being prudent about who can do what.
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Use IM (Instant Message) to take the pulse of the room
“What initiatives do you think should be our top priorities 
this quarter?” If there are four people in a meeting, you could 
ask them verbally. Too many more, and collecting feedback 
becomes problematic. But it doesn’t have to be. When 
everyone writes down an answer instead of saying it out 
loud, you’ve changed a communication experience that is 
sequential (one person at a time) to one that is simultaneous. 
Everyone can read everyone else’s input, conversation 
happens more quickly, and you are more productive.

Take advantage of the polling feature 
Polls allow presenters to get quick feedback from attendees 
by simply conducting a poll. They can be created on the fly 
and the results can be saved as a data file or image for future 
reference. One benefit of using a Poll over the IM pane is that 
responses are quantitative. 

Save meeting conversations
Skype for Business allows you the option to save 
conversations made in the IM pane to your Conversation 
History folder in Outlook for future reference. 

Before exiting the meeting, use Control-S (on your PC)  
to ensure you have the whole IM saved.

Consider the best place to share other documents
Handing out something during a meeting is going to leave 
out those who were not able to attend. You can avoid this 
problem by simply using cloud-based file storage such as  
a SharePoint or a Yammer site to share documents.
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For better than a century we had only one way for real time, 
long-distance communication: the telephone. And even though 
we’ve now added desktop and video conferencing with audio, 
audio is still the backbone. 

There is no substitute for hearing and being heard.

Six Tips for Hearing  
and Being Heard

Lincoln City, Oregon
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Speak to the room
When we’re all in the same room, we speak so that others 
can hear us. It’s almost autonomic. Online you don’t have the 
same biofeedback. And a common response to not hearing 
ourselves speak is to use a voice that is softer than normal. 
The consequence is that you may not be heard as clearly or 
as confidently and authoritatively. Don’t worry about belting 
it out; just speak clearly as if you were in a decent sized room 
and needed to be heard by the person in the back.

Offer attendees a choice between telephone and VoIP
VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol) is better than it has 
ever been, but some participants may not be fully prepared 
to utilize it. They may not have a USB headset. Or their 
computer’s microphone and speakers are inadequate. Or 
they’re on the road and need to dial in on a regular phone. 
Skype for Business offers integrated dial-in numbers with 
worldwide dialing options (depending on your licensing and 
configuration). Offer participants both options if you can.

Use USB or wireless headsets instead of computer microphones  
and speakers
The quality of computer microphones and speakers vary 
widely. A headset that connects directly to your computer 
via USB or Bluetooth sounds better than a telephone— 
in both how you’re heard and how you hear others.  
You’ll eliminate the most common source of feedback  
(see Troubleshooting section – pg. 47), and your recordings 
will sound immensely better.
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Use your mobile phone earbuds if no headset is available
Your computer’s onboard microphone picks up ambient 
sound, including what’s coming out of your computer 
speakers. Using your mobile phone earbuds with a 
microphone not only helps you hear more effectively, it 
prevents a feedback loop from occurring between the mic 
and speakers—and stops you from blasting your speakers  
in the office!

Avoid speakerphone or use a roundtable device
Speakerphones might be convenient (relative to the handset), 
but they are designed to pick up sound omni-directionally 
(from all directions). This introduces extra noise (every rattled 
paper, air conditioning, typing, etc.). If someone is listening via 
their (lousy) computer speakers, it compounds the problem of 
poor sound. Roundtable devices are engineered for handling 
ambient sound, but they’re still sub-par relative to headsets.

Put “proximity effect” to work for you with your headset
A microphone—any microphone—naturally picks up and 
reproduces lower frequencies better the closer the mic is 
to the sound source. This is called proximity effect. Headset 
mics that are closer to your mouth will almost always sound 
richer than a mic on your computer or a speakerphone. You 
don’t have to try to sound like a radio announcer to have this 
richness come through. 

  POWER TIP
Position your headset’s microphone close to, but just under, 
your mouth. Proximity will be better, and you’ll spare your 
audience from the popping and whooshing sounds that 
happen from blowing on a live microphone.
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Most of the time online meetings are trouble-free. When 
something does go wrong, it’s never convenient and  
often painful. 

The best skill to develop for troubleshooting issues is to  
think on your feet. Here are a few of our recommendations. 

Nine Ideas for Troubleshooting

Cougar, Washington
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Give yourself a little grace
Remember there are two categories of problems: things you 
can do something about, and things you can’t do something 
about. In an offline analogy, if the light bulb in the conference 
room projector goes out, you learn to adjust and move on, right? 
Sometimes you pull through, and sometimes you reschedule.

Have a backup plan in case you lose connectivity
If your internet connection goes out, what are you going to 
do? Have the dial-in number and meeting URL handy in case 
you need to join from a different device. Be prepared to join 
a guest network or run a hot spot from your phone. This is 
where having the Skype for Business mobile app installed 
may serve you well, too.

Start with “Who?”
If someone lets you know they’re experiencing a difficulty, 
start with “Who?” Is it just one person experiencing a 
technical issue? Is everyone experiencing the same issue? 
What action you decide to take will depend on the overall 
impact to your meeting. For instance, if Joe is all alone in  
not being able to log into the web conference but can still 
hear via the telephone, you might just move on instead of  
spending everyone’s time helping Joe figure it out.

Take advantage of the web application
Some organizations don’t have Skype for Business deployed 
yet and attendees can have difficulty joining a meeting. If 
unsure, there is an easy solution: Share the link to the Skype 
web app. Adding ?sl=1 to the end of any Skype for Business 
URL will force the attendee to join via the web application. 
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  POWER TIP: Deal with audio feedback
Audio feedback happens when there’s a “closed loop” (the 
output of a speaker feeds into the input—for instance, a 
microphone). If it’s bad, mute everyone. Then unmute them 
one-by-one. If it’s tolerable, ask participants to mute/unmute 
themselves. If you can’t isolate whose connection is causing 
the feedback, manage it by asking people to stay on mute 
except when speaking. If you can figure out who it is, ask 
them to use the telephone to dial in.

Make sure you have enough “chairs”
Conferencing solutions have an upper limit of how many 
people can be in one meeting at the same time. As of this 
time, Skype for Business allows a maximum attendance of 
250 connections, which obviously will cover most of your 
meetings. However, you don’t want to figure out that you 
don’t have enough “seats” when the meeting has already 
started. If in doubt, use your alternatives—Skype Meeting 
Broadcast or our very own solution, the EventBuilder 
Managed Gateway (see appendix for more info).

Beware what you show via screen sharing
Sharing your computer screen is an invitation for all 
participants to see your popups and notifications (e.g., 
Outlook, Twitter, Instant Messaging). Close down email  
and social media programs in advance if you’ll be sharing  
your entire desktop to avoid showing personal information. 
You’ll need to keep your Skype for Business client open, but 
handily enough, it will automatically update your status to  
Do Not Disturb and will prevent any IM popups. Trust us— 
it only takes one “hey cutie!” from your significant other to 
completely derail whatever you were talking about.
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Use screen sharing for a specific application or document
Skype for Business allows you to share only a specific 
application or document (instead of your entire desktop).  
The benefit is that you may avoid an embarrassing mistake. 
But, keep in mind the time it takes to switch between different 
items you want to show and share.

Test outside resources in advance
If pointing people to a video outside Skype for Business  
(e.g., YouTube), notify your participants in advance of the 
meeting. The last thing you want to hear is that their firewall 
prohibits access to video sharing sites like YouTube.
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The sale of web-enabled mobile devices now exceeds the 
number of PCs being sold. Web traffic from mobile devices 
is now more than double that of PC-based browsers. The 
takeaway? If we’re not ready for mobile participants, we’re 
simply not ready.

Skype for Business easily accommodates users of  
Windows Phones, iPhones, iPads and Android devices  
(and the mobile app is free). The question isn’t if you will  
need to accommodate for online meetings, but when ....

Four Tips for Improving  
Mobile Meetings 

Willamette River - Newberg, Oregon
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Add the Skype for Business mobile app link onto your  
meeting invitation
Mobile participants are required to use Skype for Business’ mobile 
app—a simple browser on your phone won’t cut it (at least at 
the time this was written). And the wrong time for participants 
to try downloading the app is during the actual meeting.

Add a link onto their invitation that makes it easy to grab the 
mobile app: https://products.office.com/en-us/skype-for-
business/download-app 

Alternatively, you could provide directions to search on the 
web (or on Microsoft.com) for “Download Skype for Business 
across all your devices.”

Give additional attention to muting/unmuting
Mobile users are more likely to be in environments that have 
higher levels of background noise. If you are going to maintain 
control of the meeting and keep it productive, be sure you 
know how to mute/unmute participants quickly.

Design the “user experience” of your meeting with mobile in mind
Mobile app users may or may not have the same features they 
would otherwise have when using Skype for Business via their 
computer. If you know what you want to accomplish (e.g., “do 
a demo”) and you suspect you may have mobile participants, 
plan accordingly for what they will hear, see, and do.

Design slides with mobile in mind
The amount of visual real estate on a mobile device is less 
than your computer, right? Presentation design choices 
such as font size are worth taking into account when mobile 
connections may be used. 

https://products.office.com/en-us/skype-for-business/download-app
https://products.office.com/en-us/skype-for-business/download-app
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If you study the behavior of communicating and collaborating, 
you’ll realize only part of it happens in real time. This is 
what Skype for Business does best. The whole process of 
collaboration, though, also includes asynchronous (non-real 
time) communication. Skype for Business also has other tools 
that give you the ability to deliver impact after your meeting 
has ended. Here are a few other things to keep in mind.

Four Ideas for Improving  
Post-Meeting Management

Sucia Island, Washington
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Optimize your meeting recording
If it’s important to preserve the recording, the Skype for 
Business Recording Manager provides publishing options 
to allow customization of what you share. For instance, the 
recording may include or exclude the IM that occurred during 
the meeting. Additionally, Video for Office 365 provides a 
portal where you can create channels and store your recording. 

   POWER TIP: Combine a follow up email with an invitation  
for the next meeting

As you distribute meeting notes, recording links, etc., include 
attendance details for your next meeting. When participants 
are prompted to join, they’ll have your follow up information 
at their fingertips.

Use a simple, anonymous survey to get feedback 
There are free survey solutions that make it easy and, if you 
desire, anonymous for respondents to share suggestions  
for improvement. The key to increasing survey responses  
is to communicate clearly that it will only take a moment  
of their time. 

Post links to future and past meetings in a central location
Grouping content in one location (such as a website, 
SharePoint or Yammer site) allows people to view future  
and past content when convenient. 
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APPENDIX

About EventBuilder Services and Products
Performing hat tricks with webinar platforms is a given.  
We do that. But at the end of the day, professionals helping 
professionals with white-glove services is about trust.  
We’re that kind of help-you team.

We trust that our 17-year history of helping the biggest and 
most innovative brands* on the planet with their webinars, 
webcasts, and virtual classes will earn us a chance to show  
we can help you, too.

(You and Your Skype For Business) + (Our Producers and 
Trainers) + (Our Own Platform) = EventBuilder

Like you, we realize that awesome webinars (and programs) 
involve more time, detail, and cat herding than first meets  
the eye.

•   Need a turnkey team so you can focus on story and 
strategy? We’re producers.

•   Need to learn for yourself? We’re trainers and consultants.

•   Need to accomplish something your conferencing solution 
doesn’t do out-of-the box? We’ll add some secret sauce 
using our own platform.

We do one thing well: Bring expertise and technology to bear 
on your goals …

Production, management, coaching, consulting, or training, 
they’re all flavors to “help you accomplish your goals with 
webinars, webcasts, and virtual classes.”

•   Production and program management

•   Presenter/facilitator training

•   Custom registration/data strategy services

•   Professional moderation/voice talent
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•   Live event social media support

•   Reporting and analytics

•   Speakers/trainers for your organization’s conference  
or meeting – onsite or online.

… for real humans.

If you want in-the-box, off-the-shelf programs, we’re not 
your team. If you need real people who are pros that can be 
counted on when the chips are down and the stakes are high, 
give us a call. We promise there will be a real human on the 
other end.

Please visit http://www.eventbuilder.rocks/S4BBookWelcome 
for detailed information on services included with EventBuilder 
Virtual Event Management white-glove services and Program 
Management.

*Microsoft, Fedex, US Bank, Australia Institute of Training and Development, 
McDonalds, and some little company you’ve never heard of in North Carolina 
(but will someday) just to name a few.

http://www.eventbuilder.rocks/S4BBookWelcome
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About EventBuilder Gateway for Skype 
At EventBuilder we think Skype for Business is going to 
revolutionize its category. For a long list of reasons, we think 
Microsoft is doing some of the coolest things we’ve seen  
in a long while, and Skype for Business is poised for  
explosive growth.

Skype for Business is an amazing collaboration tool, but 
sometimes there is a need for more structure when producing 
a webcast. EventBuilder provides additional functionality 
through registration, security, data gathering, and event 
controls to help you scale to hundreds or thousands of users 
in a structured webcast environment. EventBuilder’s Skype  
for Business integrated solution provides this functionality.  
There are two products to suit your needs:

SkypeArchive adds registration, security, data, and automated 
recording and archive hosting to your Skype for Business-
based meeting. Attendees are tracked via the registration tool 
and join the presenter for the live event in Skype for Business.

SkypeStream, in addition to registration and recording, adds 
a browser-based video streaming interface that can scale to 
thousands of attendees and provides privacy, moderated Q&A, 
computer broadcast audio as well as high-volume listen-only 
dial-in audio, robust in-session surveys, and audio and video 
file playback. Attendees join the EventBuilder streaming video 
viewer while presenters broadcast from a Skype for Business 
meeting room.

EventBuilder adds to Skype for Business:

•   Registration options, including branding, custom landing 
pages, series registration, and participant surveys.

•   Access and security options, including rule-based 
registration, two-factor authentication, white list/black list, 
and permission-based meeting entry.

•   Email promotion/communication options, including rule-
based, configurable emails for recordings.
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•   Asset management, including hosting of recordings.

•   Reporting and analytics, including engagement 
measurement, affinity data and geographic data.

•   Additional interaction tools, including moderated Q&A, 
feedback, polling, playing videos natively, YouTube video 
content, Yammer, and moderated closed captioning. 
(SkypeStream only)

•   Privacy for attendees and moderators (SkypeStream only)

•   Moderator tools, allowing for webinar-style engagement  
of presenters (SkypeStream only)

•   Additional scale—up to 1000s of attendees  
(SkypeStream only) 

Please visit http://www.eventbuilder.rocks/S4BBookWelcome 
for detailed information on EventBuilder features and tools.

http://www.eventbuilder.rocks/S4BBookWelcome  
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Feature categories at-a-glance Skype for 
Business

Skype 
Meeting 

Broadcast

EventBuilder 
Managed 
Gateway

GATEWAY

Gateway Scale 250 10,000 Unlimited

Gateway Multiple security options ● ● ●

Gateway Multiple device support ● ● ●

Gateway Create recordings ● ● ●

Gateway Host recordings 180 days indefinitely

Gateway Replace recordings ●

Gateway Customizable gateway 
branding

●

REGISTRATION, COMMUNICATION, INTELLIGENCE 

Registration Registration page,  
single session

●

Registration Catalog page,  
multiple sessions

●

Registration Social registration ●

Communication Triggered emails,  
whole lifecycle

●

Communication Schedule meetings  
in Outlook

●

browser 
based 

interface 
only

●

Communication Creates an ICS ● ● ●

Intelligence Demographics, 
customizable

●

Intelligence Question bank, 
customizable

●

Intelligence Source code tracking ●

Intelligence Reporting ● ● ●
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Feature categories at-a-glance Skype for 
Business

Skype 
Meeting 

Broadcast

EventBuilder 
Managed 
Gateway

LIVE SESSION: STREAMING AND INTERACTING 

Attendee Anonymity  ● ●

Attendee Listen over computer ● ● ●

Attendee Listen by phone, Skype 
audio

● ●

Attendee Listen by phone, toll free ●

Producer/
Moderator Assign rights immediately ● ●

Producer/
Moderator

Real time questions 
manager

● ● ●

Producer/ 
Moderator Lobby ● ● ●

Producer/ 
Moderator MP3 player ●

Producer/ 
Moderator

Twitter, Facebook 
integration (limited)

●

Presenter Present using VoIP ● ● ●

Presenter Screen sharing ● ●

Presenter Take control of slide deck ● ● ●

Presenter In-session attachments 
(e.g., handouts)

● ●

Presenter
Play video files natively 
(not embedded in 
PowerPoint)

●

...continued
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NEED A SPEAKER FOR A KEYNOTE, CONFERENCE,  
OR PRIVATE TRAINING SESSION?
Like you, EventBuilder’s owners have seen the world  
of communication and collaboration defined numerous  
ways over the years. Does it have to be in person? Can real  
learning happen in a virtual classroom? Now what happens 
that millennials and mobile are overwhelming trendsetters? 
What does it take to effectively reach, teach, and lead in  
a digitally-extended work world?

For more information and topic ideas please visit  
http://www.eventbuilder.rocks/speakers-bureau

Roger Courville, CSP 
Chief Content Officer

Renee Conlee 
Chief of Operations

Lauren Meyer 
Chief Executive Officer

Robin Houser 
Chief of Customer Success

http://www.eventbuilder.rocks/speakers-bureau
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ENDNOTE
This book is about Skype for Business, but it’s not about all 
we do at EventBuilder (we just didn’t want to waste your time 
with that other stuff). 

Here’s what we hope you remember:

People outsource services for one of two reasons—they can’t 
do something, or they don’t want to do it. 

Most of our customers fall in the latter category because (let’s 
just be real), webinar/webcast/virtual classroom software isn’t 
so hard to manage. Most of us could change the oil in our own 
cars if we wanted to also, but we go to Jiffy Lube anyway. 

We trust you found something handy herein and the book 
is a value in-and-of itself. And the way we look at it, if it ever 
makes sense to have a different conversation about how we 
can extend your team or capability with Skype for Business, 
that’ll work itself out in due time.

To your highest and best contribution in the world, 

The EventBuilder Team
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CONNECT WITH US ONLINE

About us, blog: www.eventbuilder.rocks

LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/company/eventbuilder

Twitter: www.twitter.com/eventbuilder

Facebook page: www.facebook.com/EventBuilder 

Non-commercial community of practice  
(Virtual Presenters and Facilitators):  
https://www.facebook.com/groups/683685275052439/

http://www.eventbuilder.rocks
http://www.linkedin.com/company/eventbuilder
http://www.twitter.com/eventbuilder
http://www.facebook.com/EventBuilder
https://www.facebook.com/groups/683685275052439/


When meeting online, the little things make the biggest impact.
People love to hate meetings. But not only are they a necessary part of getting 
work done, hosting some of them online has become an indispensable part of 
how effective teams communicate and collaborate.

Here's the good news: taking your online meetings from good 
to great isn't hard. It's just different.
EventBuilder's Tactics for Online Meetings that Rock: Skype for Business Edition 
isn't a software user guide—it tackles online meetings first from the perspective 
of interpersonal skills. Organized to be a quick-reference guide, it will give you 
helpful reminders and tips about how to utilize Skype for Business in the context 
of getting real work done. Be warned, though—if you're looking for another book 
that tells you that you should start your meetings on time, this isn't the one 
for you! But if you're looking for strategies and tips that can make a critical 
difference in how to look like a pro, EventBuilder is going to rock your world—
whether you've done five or five hundred online meetings.

About the Authors
EventBuilder is a team of web/video conferencing industry veterans with a 
long track record of serving the who's who of organizations with both virtual 
event production (pro services done for you) and training/consulting (pro 
services to help you). They're the only team in the world so specialized in 
Skype for Business that they've built a registration and event management 
platform dedicated to it. This book, an entirely rewritten version of Roger 
Courville's The Virtual Presenter's 102 Tips for Online Meetings, is a whole-
company labor of love to help you rock Skype for Business.


